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’s Mission

As an FCC licensed, non-commercial educational radio
station and a student organization at the University of
Kentucky, WRFL’s mission is to:
1. Provide its members professional training and
guidance in radio operation management, program
development, and quality broadcast performance.
2. Offer its listeners a source of music, news, and other
programming not regularly found through other media
outlets in central Kentucky.
3. Support arts and music in the Lexington area.

Become a part of		
WRFL is open to both UK students and community
members. We have an open training program for DJs
and volunteers every semester!
Find out more at wrfl.fm/dj.

!

A Letter from
the Editor

This is my fifth RiFLe, and it’s always funny to me to look back at past
issues and reflect on just how much has changed between the completion
of each edition of this zine. And especially when I’ve completed so
many, I can only hope that each one captures WRFL in that certain
moment in its history. Because that’s the funny thing about this zine, there
are dozens of issues that span almost 35 years. And in each issue the
faces change, the schedule changes, the content is different, and even
the way it looks is different. And yet, the radio always persists. Sure, RiFLe
is a programming guide. But it’s so much more than that. It’s so fun for me
to, in each issue, have different, unique types of content. It’s supposed to
be a reflection of WRFL, and I feel honored to try and make that image
clear for every reader through the pages of this zine.
In the middle of completing this edition, my laptop died. Like, I mean it
quit working, and died and went to the afterlife. It happened late into
the night after I was working hard in the graphic design mines for many
hours, and I got up the next morning and bought a new one, trying not
to even miss a beat. And because of that, I had to restart much of this
edition very late in the game. But I learned a lot of very valuable lessons:
first and foremost, it doesn’t hurt to back files up a million times while
you’re working on things–even if it feels excessive. But, more importantly,
I learned that the RiFLe stops for nothing! Against all odds, this zine
persists.
As always, many thanks to all of the contributors: the artists, writers, DJs,
directors, and everyone else who made this issue possible. There’s no
RiFLe without all of you.
And thanks to you, reader, for picking up this zine and bothering to read
it. After all, it’s good for you.
Lots of love and all the best,

Claire Thompson
Design Director
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An interview

Sean
Reilly

by Lexi O’Donnell

We reached out to photographer
Sean Reilly to answer a few
questions about his experience
documenting gigs in the D.C./
Maryland/Virginia area and
beyond as well as the scope of
live music from the past few
years on. To get to know him
a little better, lets let him
introduce himself:

moved on to a compact digital
Kodak camera. I’ve always been
drawn to photographing the
outdoors, that and pictures of
friends & family is what got
me started.

“Hi there. My name is Sean
Reilly, I am a photographer
based in Baltimore,
MD. I primarily shoot
live music/bands, the
outdoors, and occasionally
motorcycles.  I’ve been into
photography for roughly 15
years (with a few gaps here
and there). I’ve lived in
Baltimore since 2018 with my
wife and 2 dogs. Currently, I
also double as a local realtor
for work. I’m originally from
Peekskill, NY but I primarily
spent most of my life in the
southwest, split between Las
Vegas for most of my youth
through high school, and then
Phoenix for about 15 years.”

Sean: It’s all about the
energy, and the passion
you see in bands when they
play that has attracted me
to the punk/hardcore scene.
Contributing to the music
scene and seeing that it’s
appreciated in the slightest,
makes all the more appealing.
I’ve been playing music since
I was 12 (not as much as I’d
like these days) and in bands
since I was 17, so for a while
I was on the other side of the
camera. It’s cool to give it
all back.

Lexi: When did you start
photography?

Sean: Honestly, Baltimore/DC
has an unreal punk/hardcore
scene, so it’s always a blast
to shoot locally. Out of
town wise, I’ve been going
to Philly a lot more recently
for shows and realized it’s
another really great scene.

Sean: I first picked up the
camera when disposables were
still hanging on in the early
00s. I even shot some shows on
disposables before, and then
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Lexi: What draws you to
photography related to music
and live performance?  

Lexi: Do you have any
memorable gigs you’ve shot
that stick out to you?
Sean: I brought either a
digital or disposable camera
with me to Hellfest 2002 in
Syracuse. I just shot from
the crowd of course, but that
absolutely sticks with me. I
think I even have prints of
them somewhere. More recently,
a show back in September at
Holy Frijoles in Baltimore
that featured: Jive Bomb,
Chemical Fix, Grand Scheme,
and Restraining Order. All
great bands!
Lexi: How have you seen live
music change in COVID times?
Sean: It has changed a
little bit, but I think it’s
improved. For a lot people I
know, they thrive and survive
on live music, so there’s been
a real eagerness to do it more
than ever.
Lexi: How do you see the
future of live music?  

Sean: Tacking on to the
last question, it seems
crazy flooded (in a good way)
with new bands forming from
people being cooped up for
a year or more. With making
music virtually easier than
ever, it has helped it grow
tremendously. I think it’s
going to be riding a wave for
a while, hopefully.
Lexi: What are some of your
top favorite local Baltimore
artists?
Sean: There’s a plethora of
amazing bands in the Balt/
DMV area, so it’s a long list.
Some of my local fav’s are
End it, No/Mas, Jive Bomb,
Meth Rats, Deliriant Nerve,
Genocide Pact, and of course,
Turnstile.
Website:
seanreillyphotos.com
Photography IG:
@seanreilly.photos
Zine IG: @distractedzine

Lexi: What are your favorite
cities/venues you have
photographed in?

Deman photographed by
Reilly in Washington DC 13

All Else Failed photographed
by Reilly in Philadelphia, PA
14
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An interview with

Trevor
Tremaine

by Johnna Warkentine

Trevor Tremaine is a Lexington musician
who has played under many different
acts in the local scene, including
ATTEMPT, Hair Police, and most recently
Jeanne Vomit-Terror. I had the chance to
speak to him in January about his history
in music, involvement in the local music
scene, and upcoming performance at
WRFL’s 34th Birthday Bash.
Johnna: So, how long have you been
making music?
Trevor: I’ve been making music since
I was six years old. I took piano lessons
through your grade school, but I had
less interest in learning Pachelbel than
playing the “Rock 2” drum pattern
on my Casio Tone Bank keyboard
and riffing in C minor with the electric
piano patch. I dropped piano for
guitar in middle school because I heard
Nirvana. By high school, lo-fi was in
full swing, and I was four-tracking my
own 30-second pop songs like Guided
by Voices and Sebadoh. Music is
in my genes. My grandfather was a
minister of music in churches from the
Bay Area to Macon, Georgia. Both of
my grandmothers were fluent pianists,
my paternal in Methodist hymns and
my maternal in wartime pop schmaltz.
My father has played bass in small jazz
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combos for 40+ years.
My earliest epiphanies on how to
arrange music came from video game
OSTs for the NES and the Sega Genesis
(especially the sublime Phantasy Star
II soundtrack by Tokuhiko Uwabo) and
keyboard demos (especially the 9-part
masterpiece in the baked into the Korg
01/W in the studio at the PBS affiliate
where my dad was an audio engineer).
And now I’m watching my 9-year-old
reverse-engineer “Megalovania” on a
MIDI web app. Incredible.
Johnna: What from your early
background in music influences you in
how you make music today?
Trevor: Well, the church music of my
evangelical upbringing never appealed
to me, even though I sang in choirs
and played in praise bands, because
the music was just so damn bland. If
you are creating sound that is meant to
honor the Architect of the Universe, it
should probably mimic the technicolor
vastness of Their creation rather than
just endlessly strumming C-sus, n’estce pas? Luckily, I had access to all
manner of secular delights via the
record collections of my father (James
Brown, Jimmy Smith, Dave Brubeck,

even Charles Mingus) and mother (The
Beatles, Sly & the Family Stone), as well
as their boomer 80s indulgences (Billy
Joel, mostly), and the tiny FM radio in
Nanny’s (my maternal grandmother’s)
kitchen playing Benny Goodman, Duke
Ellington, and Count Basie.
The big takeaways from this array of
influences are: melodies with novel
relationships to key signature and chord
progression, a mischievous disregard
for genre conventions, and syncopation
syncopation syncopation. Even when I
got lost in the sauce of noise tapes and
private press psych LPs in my 20s and
30s, these remained guiding principles
of my own musical invention.

people is transient, so I have seen
constant change in the last 20+ years.
There are peaks and troughs in the wave
of what I broadly call “weird music”
as a catchall term for anything that
departs from genre orthodoxies, or even
from what people would recognize as
music at all. There usually are clusters
of people who move to town, do some
stuff, then stay or depart or become
inactive until the next cluster. Robert
Beatty and I were one of those clusters
when we came into the Lexington music
scene in 1999-2000 and found the little
weirdo enclave of people doing noise,
free jazz, sound art, avant-pop.

Johnna: What have you seen change
/ stay the same since you’ve been living
in Lexington in regards to music?

Since then, there have been many
eras of house venues, tape labels,
microgenre obsessions, etc. that emerge,
develop, fade into the next one. I
believe we are at a peak right now,
even though we are largely confined
to our homes and shows aren’t what
they once were. We’ve come a long
way from white dudes playing indie
rock/white dudes playing pedals on a
card table. The scene is more diverse,
more musically varied–even if we are
stuck online. Which I guess brings me
to the part of the questions about how
things have stayed the same, and why
I choose to stay in Lexington. Our town
isn’t some kind of epicenter of culture or
industry (or as Adorno sez, the culture
industry), so there is camaraderie
instead of competition. People make
connections across disparate genres
and disciplines. The unexpected
happens, and it is all apart from any
concept of commercial success or clout.

Trevor: As a small southern/
midwestern city and a college town,
Lexington’s population of young creative

Johnna: What is your theory in how
you make music? Do you have a usual
method for coming up with ideas or

Johnna: In what ways have you been
involved in the local music scene?
Trevor: I’ve been playing shows in
Lexington since 2000. I held a number
of staff positions at WRFL, including
Concert Director. I have booked
shows, hosted shows at my house (and
previously, my apartment), run a couple
of labels (a tape label called Rampart
in the 00s and Desperate Spirits now,
with my pals John Ferguson and Kim
Conlee), and been in probably several
dozen bands, if we are generous
with the definition of “band.” I now
livestream on Twitch and am intentional
about hosting local folks when it’s
possible/safe.
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processes you follow?
Trevor: If you asked me this question
three or four years ago, I’d probably
have had a more concrete answer. I
used to begin with a melody and build
chords and structure around it. I guess
melody is still key for me, even if I am
just making noise–I’m a sucker for a
good tune–but composition probably
comprises only half of what I do these
days. And guitar used to be my primary
tool for composing, but now I mainly
do it on these little black boxes that
light up different colors. Right before the
pandemic hit, I was devising ways to
play solo so I could a) focus on writing
new JVT material and b) still say “yes”
to shows when I couldn’t get a quorum
of my 13-piece band. Lockdown
obviously expedited that process. I
started taking the livestreaming thing
more seriously because I really liked
the idea of remotely entertaining my
friends for 90 minutes on a cold, lonely
pandemic night, and so I started writing
more music–simpler, subtler, easier to
manipulate and mutate on the fly–and
retooling my old tunes for my new
machines.
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And I became adept at improvising,
which has been my approach to the
livestream since midsummer 2021. Quite
literally, I now go into the garage a
few hours before I go live and create
randomized patches on my sampler and
synth and make a rudimentary pattern,
then I just evolve that pattern element
by element for an hour and a half or a
couple of hours into the night until I end
up somewhere completely different.
I never think about what sorts of
musical idioms or styles I’m going to do
beforehand, and I’m never worried if the

music just sucks for several minutes at
a time; I trust that I’ll land on something
sublime eventually.
Johnna: Your older music you’ve
released as Jeanne Vomit-Terror is quite
different in many ways from the album
you’ve recently released–Society’s
Clown. What inspired that change?
Trevor: Society’s Clown is taken
straight from the livestream with minimal
editing. It’s a document of an early
stage in the process of learning how
to improvise with my machines, and
so it naturally departs drastically from
Empire Waste, which was meticulously
assembled on the computer and is
basically just electronic pop music. I
listen to that tape now and it sounds so
primitive, but I’m glad it’s out there. It
was the second such tape that I did last
year, and I think I’m going to keep up
this pattern of releasing small-edition
tapes of my favorite moments from
livestreams. I haven’t abandoned pop
music, though; I still write when I’m
moved to.
Johnna: How has the kind of music
you play as JVT changed how you
approach performing in live shows?
How is that different from the kinds of
performances you’ve put on when you
were a part of other acts in the past
(Hair Police, ATTEMPT, etc.)?
Trevor: It’s kind of a direct throughline, really. I’ve always been drawn
to spectacle. Hair Police shows were
of course very chaotic and wild; we
didn’t want to be one of the noise bands
staring down at our pedals (or worse,
laptops), and we took our performance
cues from glam rock, punk, heavy metal:

total bombast. ATTEMPT live was the
blueprint for what JVT became: let’s get
a dozen people on stage in wild regalia
dancing and singing, banging on drums,
blowing into horns. I’ve tried to keep
that spirit alive in the age of COVID to
some degree. I periodically livestream
from the Cloud Seeds studio with the
great production team of John Ferguson,
Kim Conlee, and Cheyenne Hohman.
They put together lavish sets, light
everything gorgeously, shoot the whole
thing on old video cameras. We’ve had
Robert Beatty and Yozovol do live video
manipulation, we’ve crowded the place
with dancers. We are planning to make
this at least a monthly occurrence. I’d
love to reassemble the big band at some
point, but it will take some strategizing.
Johnna: What can we expect from
your performance at Birthday Bash this
year?
Trevor: I’m playing solo with my little
black boxes, and it will largely be new
material (which is what every concert
attendee loves to hear an artist say). My
dancers, the Illuminatrices, will be my
entourage.
Johnna: Do you have any upcoming
projects or releases? What are you
excited for musically in 2022?
Trevor: I have another cassette of
improvised music in the can called
Lower the Dome, for a February/
March release; it’s my favorite one so
far. I have a followup to Empire Waste
about 95% finished called The Opposite
World that I’m hoping to have released
before the summer; due to finances and
the production bottleneck, this one won’t
be on vinyl, but I’m thinking pro-cassette

and Bandcamp. I’m really excited
about it. It’s a great synthesis of all of
the different musical adventures I’ve
had in the past two years; it has some
original pop songs, some covers, some
music I based on samples from friends,
some weird instrumentals. It’s all over
the place in the way a lot of my favorite
records are.
I’ve also started recording some
boogie/house instrumentals I wrote as
I was becoming more comfortable with
my current setup, and I’m pondering
what to do with that. I’m now one third
of the Frigidkitty live band, and we
just recorded one of our electronic
reinterpretations of Kim’s songs
and have a couple of shows on the
calendar, including one at the Snake Pit.
I’m going on a little tour with Attorneys
General in March. In the past year, I’ve
made music with Maggie, Auto Delta
Time, Live Island, Rob Theakston, The
Elemental Scientist, Robert Beatty, and
Amir Akhlaghi, and I aim to keep the
collaborations foregrounded in 2022–
ideally, with a focus on recording. I’ll
keep doing my livestream, Trespasser’s
Paradise, every Friday at 10pm ET on
twitch.tv/desperatespirits.
I’ll just keep doing stuff. I don’t know
how not to.
You can find Trevor Tremaine’s music
online at jeannevomitterror.bandcamp.
com and at desperatespirits.bandcamp.
com. Follow Trevor Tremaine online
on IG at @jeanne_vomit_terror and
on Twitter at @mirrorschool for more
updates about his future endeavors.
You can see him stream every Friday on
Twitch at twitch.tv/desperatespirits.
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In an exercise in print democracy,
I have included as many photography
submissions as I could in the
following pages.
xo Claire (the editor)

photo by Faith Roberts
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photo by Lucas Carlos de Lima
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photo by Lucas Carlos de Lima

photo by Brian Connors Manke
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photo by Ayo Varillas (@AyoFlyo)
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photo by Ayo Varillas (@AyoFlyo)
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photo by Ayo Varillas (@AyoFlyo)
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photo by Faith Roberts
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photos by Faith Roberts
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photos by Faith Roberts
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371 South Limestone Street 859.255.4316
Books, gifts, and oddities. Established 1972

poetry by

Oisín Breen

A poet, part-time academic in narratological complexity, and financial journalist,
Dublin born Oisín Breen’s widely reviewed debut collection, ‘Flowers, all sorts in
blossom, figs, berries, and fruits, forgotten’ was released March 2020.
Email: oisin.p.a.breen@gmail.com
Twitter: @Breen
www.pw.org/directory/writers/oisin_breen

Spent Air Spooled through the Loom
This carnival of weeping is my only home,
Even though it is an edifice of solar squalls,
That many times has left me rent asunder,
Even though it is decorated by obtrusions,
Of puckered lips, a grotesque collection,
Of expressions to make the mind go mad.
My feet, black from months of travel, slip, too,
On the soil, as I walk, haltingly, and eager
To run my fingers through the high grass,
Of home, and eager, too, for a moment
Missed: when the horizon bursts into flowers.
Yet, because I can only hold your hand,
And nothing more, I have long hidden
Inside myself: a cocoon, beyond the rare
Salmon leaps and tearful admonishments,
I secrete like spent blood, my uxury in hock
To depleted air, as I hope for divine intervention.
And it is also true that our dreams are stone zephyrs,
A collage of spent breath, and patternings,
Spooled through the loom. The weave teaches, too,
That I can not tie my fate to your metronomic touch,
And that it is only possible to live if the mud relents.
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Lust, with your elbows propped on wet wood
In the squallingmost light, I squealed,
Careering, squelching, dead to a stop, to the world, dead to the world,
A reflection of particles, and a heart rendered from the sinews of sea cliffs,
And I became the legacy of Allah and I drinking pints on the rocktops of Moher,
Both of us with crochety knees and new-healing toes,
Broken when smashed against the skirting board,
When we had yet to learn the run of the place.
And sure, didn’t he say ‘Jaysus?
I seen him last Christmas, at the fair like,
They were flagellating him, while that bird was dressed up like Mary Magdelene,
But she was fucking fine like,
I’d love to have fucking seen her again, what?’
And sure, didn’t I look up and order another?
Knowing that if there wasn’t a bar in sight, there would be soon,
Knowing us again careering around the corner –
‘Again my old saintly love, ah Christ!
You’re a rhapsody of forget-me-nots,
Here, where we linger on the threshold of infinities of time.’
And sure, didn’t I howl: ‘hey a pithy paltry, puckfucking pint?’
And sure, didn’t she lean toward the tap, a reservoir in hale view?
And when she poured, I smiled, half shy, half leering,
I had asked innocently for a pint,
But all the while I was thinking of a wicked way,
To see her down the side of the place, while having a fag,
Hoping she’d drop to her knees,
And, for a penny price, lift up the droopy tap,
Then hold it steady till the black stuff poured.
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poetry by

M. C.
Cunningham
M. C. is a member of power pop band The Dreaded Laramie. You
can find more from them at linktr.ee/thedreadedlaramieband.

Ankles
In eighty-five-degree weather
which she says is her favorite
I sit with my grandmother under haint blue ceilings
haint blue skies
and she teaches me how to get any man I want.
She is telling me about the inventor of this art
my great-great-grandmother:
She went to the square dance with raised floors,
picked out the one she wanted, and when She passed him,
She raised Her dress and showed him Her ankles
The rest is history, four generations, three of them
Under haint blue ceilings at this very moment, the other above them
She says that to get what I want I
just need to show my ankles
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Bumping Hips Deep Over Floorboards
I am in the floorboards
grabbing at all those ankles and
		
the ceiling is high.
One day I will come up
swinging a bat at those knees because
		
the ceiling is high
and because my dream is to come up
swinging a bat at your knees, to be in that room, to stretch my arms up
toward that high, high ceiling
and then to laugh
eyes half-effaced
cruciferous
		
bumping hips deep over floorboards
I threw my aluminum bat to the firmament
these things go slowly
when the ceiling is so high and
my arms are new and heavy
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Spring 2022 Programming Schedule
Sunday

Monday

midnight - 1 am The Witching Hour Hearing With Your
Ears
1 - 2 am & Avant-Garbagé

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Matt’s Metal
Mortuary

Turtle in a Hat

Frannie Pack

The Lottery

Real Vampire
Hours

2 - 3 am
3 - 4 am

myth

The Jobba Jam

4 - 5 am
5 - 6 am
6 - 7 am
7 - 8 am
8 - 9 am

The Creature

The Groove Mix

Loveseat

Alternative
Midwest Grunge

Euphoric Flow

DISCONANI

Noise

Jing

A Voyage Through
Sound

soundwaves

Just Like Heaven

Hello!!

Therefore I Am

9 - 10 am
10 - 11 am

Democracy Now!
Neverland
Ballroom

1 - 2 pm
2 - 3 pm
3 - 4 pm
4 - 5 pm
5 - 6 pm
6 - 7 pm
7 - 8 pm
8 - 9 pm
9 - 10 pm
10 - 11 pm
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11 pm - midnight

Kenleigh

Golden Hour(s)

Vinyl Interiors

Down the Hatch

Semilla Sagrada
Radio

Jazzarama

The Humpday
Bump!

Love Love Love

Cold Hours

Blue Yodel #9

The Percy Trout
Hour

yuck!

The Wired

Your Father’s
Music Program

Green Talks

BIG FUN

Something
Completely
Different

The World Beat

Asleep at the
Wheel

Int’l Cocktail Hour

Campus Voices

Russian Radio

Where My Soul
Wanders

All Things Heavy!

Generations of
Jazz

GRIDLOCK

The Happy Hour

The Last Resort

Luke’s Listening
Log

Phantom Power
Double Hour

El Tren Latino

Next Level Radio

The Pacobilly
Hour

Sheltowee Traces

WRFL Live

Emmy J and the
Stars

The Matterhorn
Mix

Psychedelicatessen

Pulp

Old School
Hip-Hop

Lipstick is Optional

Identity Crisis

The Musical Box

Signal Boost

Serious Moonlite

11 am - noon
noon - 1 pm

Trivial Thursdays

Unhinged Reality
Show

Dave’s Deep
Dives

WRFL
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fav songs heard at BnT

compiled over several months of
very frequent visits by Claire
Thompson and John Henry Reynolds
2021 (9/4)
- These Days - Nico
- Lust for Life - Girls
- Kyoto - Phoebe Bridgers
- Adults are Talking - The
Strokes
- God Only Knows - Beach
Boys
- When You Sleep - my bloody
valentine
- California English Vampire Weekend
- Off to the Races - Lana
Del Rey
(Unknown dates in September)
- Island in the Sun - Weezer
- The Suburbs - Arcade Fire
- Someday - The Strokes
- A-Punk - Vampire Weekend
- Last Nite - The Strokes
- Fell in Love with a Girl
- The White Stripes
- London Calling - The Clash
(10/15)
- Love Will Tear Us Apart Joy Division
- Please, Please, Please,
Let Me Get What I Want The Smiths
- Blister In The Sun Violent Femmes
- Heart of Glass - Blondie
(10/22)
- Kiss Off - Violent Femmes
- Salad Days - Mac DeMarco
- Buttercup - jack Stauber
(10/27)
- Lovefool - The Cardigans
(skipped 2 seconds in)

art by Tre Lyerly

(10/30)
- Kyoto - Phoebe Bridgers
(2)
- House of the Rising Sun The Animals
- Barracuda - Heart
- Time After Time - Cyndi
Lauper
- California English Vampire Weekend (2)
- Genesis - Grimes
- Someday - The Strokes (2)
- Fell in Love with a Girl
- The White Stripes (2)
(11/3)
- The Suburbs - Arcade Fire
(2)
(11/5)
- Harness Your Hopes Pavement
- Once in a Lifetime Talking Heads
(12/1)
- Sprawl II - Arcade Fire
(12/7)
- Vienna - Billy Joel
- Let’s Go Away For Awhile
- Beach Boys
- Swingin Party - The
Replacements
2022(2/2)
- Can I Kick It? - A Tribe
Called Quest
- Forever - Charli XCX
- Age of Consent - New
Order
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(above)
Rob Varillas
Egg Chair
(left)
Rob Varillas
Herman P. Friend
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Rob Varillas
Strawberry
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Rob Varillas
After Fuseli
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The following pages (62 - 65) are a series of works by
Rae Bandy called “Gibson Grrrl.”
The “Gibson Grrrl” series is all about taking the
aesthetics of the past, namely the Edwardian era and
the Gibson Girl, and transforming them into something
technicolored and glittery. It is about showing that
women from all times and periods have been carefree,
fun, and punky, and these women represent this.
They appear in the following order:
1. Bertha
2. Camilla
3. Dorothy
4. Agnes
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art by Dani Fauzi (@herzogsdogs)
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art by Cassie Lopez (cassielopez.com)
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Join WRFL lifer Mick Jeffries and co-host Leif
Erickson, along with a cadre of Lex-centric guests
each week for two hours of #allthethings. It’s all about
community builders, do-gooders, artists, musicians,
educators, and extraordinary geeks, nerds, and
beloved kooks … your kind of people … admit it!

Trivial Thursdays — It’s not just for breakfast anymore;
it’s a bedtime snack if you’re listening in Tokyo.

w w w. t r i v i a l t h u r s d a y s . c o m
Also Videostreaming on Facebook LIVE!

1. Crossword

Welcome to Erin’s Puzzle Corner!
They still haven’t kicked me out of this zine
yet, and because of that you all have to suffer
through another edition for the Spring ’22
RiFLe!

With spring upon us, I hope these puzzles
can bring you some enjoyment while you’re
spending time outside, enjoying the warmer
weather, or just trying to pass a rainy day.
Wherever you are, and whatever you’re doing, I
hope you find these puzzles fun and exciting!

For help with puzzles you can call
(859) 257-INFO to reach the station,
OR you can text (859) 429-1376.
For best results, especially with
puzzles you might need to erase,
try photocopying the pages so
you can use a pencil! You can
also download a digital copy of
the RiFLe at wrfl.fm/RiFLe.

Feel free to let me know about
any comments or suggestions for
future puzzles!
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3. Picross
2. Sudoku
Sudoku seems like it’s an old game but it has only been around since
the 1800s.
The goal is to complete the grid using the following rules:
• Only use numbers 1-9
• Once a number has appeared in a column/row, it cannot
appear again in that column/row
• Once a number has appeared in a 3x3 subgrid, it cannot
appear again in that 3x3 grid
Give it a try and see how you like it!

Picross (formally Nonogram) puzzles are games at the fusion of art
and logic!
The rules are simple:
The goal is to create an image using the numbers on the rows and
columns. You can do this by filling a square however you like! Each
row and column have numbers that tell you the sequence of filled in
runs of squares.
In the duck example, notice how in the first row
there are only 3 squares filled, which is why
there is a 3 at the left of the row. If we look at the
bottom at the 1 7 column, those instructions are
telling us that there is a run of 1 filled in square
followed by a run of 7 filled in squares in that
order (from bottom to top). You could not fill in a
run of 7 then a run of 1.
Solving these can get pretty complex, but one helpful hint is that two
runs can’t touch each other. So in our example of the 1 7 column, the
1 is not allowed to touch the run of 7.
Try your hand at this one!
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4. Chess Tactics
Here are some more chess tactics for you to try this time. Remember
that you also need to move for the other player.
These are some puzzles I had a lot of fun solving and I hope you do
as well!

5. All Roads Lead to Rome
Some time ago, a team of British archaeologists came upon some
ancient Roman ruins. Among the ruins was a stone quarry, a nearby
fortress of some kind, and what appeared to be a small town, with
some houses, some livestock pens, and so on.
All of these things were connected by roads – those famous stone
roads built by the Romans. In fact, they probably obtained the
stones for the roads from the very quarry they discovered. After
some careful observation, these archaeologists determined that the
Romans drove their carts and wagons, and probably chariots too, on
the left side of the road, just like the Brits do.
How did they know this?

Mate in 2. White to move.

6. The Chicken Nugget Conundrum
There’s a famous fast-food restaurant you can go to, where you
can order chicken nuggets. They come in boxes of various sizes. You
can only buy them in a box of 6, a box of 9, or a box of 20. So if you’re
really hungry you can buy 20, if you’re moderately hungry you can
buy 9, and if there’s more than one of you, maybe you buy 20 and you
divide them up.
Using these order sizes, you can order, for example, 32 pieces of
chicken if you wanted. You’d order a box of 20 and two boxes of 6.
Here’s the question:
What is the largest number of chicken pieces that you cannot order?
For example, if you wanted, say 37 of them, could you get 37? No. Is
there a larger number of chicken nuggets that you cannot get? And
if there is, what number is it?

Mate in 2. White to move.
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1. Crossword

Solutions to the

Fall 2021

Thank you to everyone who did Erin’s
Puzzle Corner last fall! I’ve received a
lot of positive messages from people
across the city and state about it, and
I’m glad you all enjoyed it so much!
Below are the solutions to the Fall 2021
RiFLe. If you had a hard time with some
of the puzzles, don’t be discouraged! It’s
amazing enough that you started the
puzzles and gave them your best shot.
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2. Chess Tactics
Mate in 2:
• Black Queen c5 to g1, check
• White Rook b1 captures Queen g1
• Black Knight to f2; Checkmate
Mate in 3:
• White Rook h1, check
• Black King to g5
• White Pawn f2 to f4, check
• Black Pawn e5 captures Pawn f4
• White Queen f7 captures Pawn f4; Checkmate
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5. To Find a False Coin

3. Sudoku

(A)
Weighing 1: Weigh 3 coins against 3. If the pan goes
up, one of the 3 coins on it is counterfeit. If the pans
balance, one of the 3 not on the balance is counterfeit.
Weighing 2: Of the 3 coins that include the counterfeit,
weigh 1 against 1. If the pan goes up, the coin on it is
counterfeit. If the pans balance, the coin you set aside
is counterfeit.
(B)
Once you see that the 2 coins can be left off the
balance as easily as 3, there is no problem.
Weighing 1: 3 coins against 3. If a pan goes up,
continue as in (A). If the pans balance, one of the 2
coinsnot on the balance is counterfeit.
Weighing 2 if the pans balance in weighing 1: Weigh
one of the 2 that were left off the balance against
each other. The pan that goes up contains the
counterfeit.

4. Four Forest Rangers
The forest rangers will all return after 48
weeks, which is February 6, 1989.
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(C)
We number the coins 1 through 12.
Weighing 1: Weigh 1, 2, 3, 4 against 5, 6, 7, 8. If the pans
balance, one of the 4 coins not on the balance is
counterfeit.
Weighing 2 if the pans balance in weighing 1: Weigh
1, 2, 3 against 9, 10, 11. If the pans balance, 12 is
counterfeit. Weigh it against 1 to see if it is lighter or
heavier. If the first pan goes down, one of 9, 10, 11 is
lighter (since 1, 2, 3 were proved good coins in weighing
#1). You can find out which in one weighing, as in (A)’s
second weighing above. The procedure if the first pan
goes up is similar.
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Dave’s Deep Dives

Wednesdays 10a-12n
Rock, Blues, Jazz, & Americana
from the 1960s to NOW

Genre & theme shows, alternate takes, rarities, and plenty of live
recordings, all from the last 60 years of music.
88.1 WRFL.fm
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